**PUZZLE**

*Name the shape and find the things:*

I always roll over. I am found under cars or buses.  
What is my shape? Who am I?  

I have four sides. All my sides are equal. I have a hole at all the four corners. People use me to play with round coins.  
What is my shape? Who am I?  

I have four sides. I am black in colour. People write on me.  
What is my shape? Who am I?  

---

**CHALLENGE**

a) If you add me to myself and then add 6, you get 10. Who am I?  
   __________ .

b) We are two different numbers. If you add us, you get a sum of 25. If you subtract us, you get a difference of 5. Who are we?  
   __________ and __________ .